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Cameras

HDR

4K UHD

AIMS

IP

TICO

HD/4K UHD/HDR & high frame rate cameras for the most demanding live environments
Grass Valley’s flagship LDX 86N Series delivers native HD, 3G and 4K UHD images for the highest
possible resolution and image clarity. The LDX 86N Series lets you grow into the formats you need
tomorrow while buying only what you need today. With a daily, weekly or perpetual GV-eLicense
upgrade path, you can move from any single speed HD/3G format to 4K UHD — from 3X HD speed
to 6X HD/3X 3G speed — and even a camera that can switch between higher resolution and higher
frame rate. The key to providing native resolution in the LDX 86N Series is a new generation of native
4K UHD XensiumHAWK CMOS imagers that support full native 4K UHD resolution as well as native
HD resolution. This new 3840x2160p 4K XensiumHAWK CMOS imager offers a unique pixel technology
called DPMUltra (dynamic pixel management) functionality. With DPMUltra, the camera provides native
1920x1080 HD acquisition (by combining two horizontal and two vertical adjacent pixels) without the
intrinsic downsides of 4K UHD acquisition, such as rolling-shutter and decreased sensitivity, while
delivering native 4K UHD crispness when needed. 7-day and perpetual licenses are available for 15
F-stops of native HDR.
The LDX 86 Series of cameras offer the perfect solution for all format requirements, especially when
light sensitivity is of prime importance. Acquiring in native 1920x1080, the LDX 86 4K and LDX 86
Universe cameras use a unique closed-system process for 3840x2160 UHD where all of the processing
takes place within the camera system. This delivers a 4K UHD image with the highest light sensitivity
available in any system camera, with images almost indistinguishable from native 4K UHD acquisition
in most applications. The LDX 86 Series’ exceptional imaging also provides an extended color gamut
supporting ITU-R BT.2020, and can now be upgraded to deliver an outstanding 15 F-stops of native
high dynamic range (HDR) in single-speed operation with the Extended Dynamic Range option. As
with the LDX 86N Series, the LDX 86 Series of cameras consists of five models offering varying levels
of flexibility to match every production need, with the ability to upgrade capabilities as production
requirements change, on a 1-day, 7-day or perpetual basis (7-day and perpetual for HDR).
The mid-range, high-performance LDX 82 Series cameras comprise four models, which can also be
upgraded to support 1080i, 720p, 1080PsF, 1080p and 15 F-stops of native HDR as requirements evolve.
All the LDX 86N Series and the LDX 82 Series models — as well as the LDX 86 Series WorldCam,
HiSpeed and XtremeSpeed — are available in compact form for space-restricted placement. This provides the exact same imaging system as their system camera counterparts for precise camera matching. Compact versions of the LDX 82 Series are the basis for the RS-LDX range of robotic cameras.
The Focus 75 Live 720p/1080i switchable HD system cameras represent a new entry level into Grass Valley’s legendary imaging quality. Fully digital FT
CMOS imagers with global shutter offer absolutely smear-free images under all conditions, along with the best possible resolution and image sharpness
from oversampling the full HD progressive image. The Focus 70 Live single format HD camera systems are available in the APAC region only.
KEY FEATURES

BENEFITS

• Software licensing of options and formats for the lifetime of the camera
or for selectable daily or weekly terms, allowing you to add additional
format flexibility when you need it.
• Formats include: 3840x2160p50/59.94, 1080p50/59.94,
1080PsF23.98/24/25/29.97, 1080i50/59.94 and 720p50/59.94.
• High-speed formats include: 1080p150/179.82,
1080i150/179.82/300/359.64 and 720p150/179.82/300/359.64.
• Choice of 4K acquisition solutions: Native 4K UHD with the LDX 86N Series
for controlled lighting situations or Grass Valley’s unique closed-system 4K
processing with the LDX 86 Series for low light sensitivity.
• Native 4K UHD & 1080 HD with the LDX 86N Series.

• Tell better stories with outstanding image performance even in the most
demanding live environments, using HD, 4K UHD, HDR or high frame
rates.
• Exceptional flexibility across production formats maximizes camera
utilization.
• Rapid and highly flexible connectivity with the unique, dockable XCU
base stations (LDX Series).
• Easy migration to IP using HD/3G uncompressed or 4K 1-Wire TICO
compressed IP.
• Optional SFPs available for redundant 10 GigE IP connections and 12G
SDI outputs.

Your Challenges — Your Solution
Requirement

Importance
HD/3G

LDX 82
Series in
HD/3G

LDX 86
Series in
HD/3G

LDX 86
Series in 4K
UHD

LDX 86N
Series in
HD/3G

LDX 86N
Series in 4K
UHD

CMOS Imaging Technology

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

Full Digital Imagers

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

High Dynamic Range

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

Global Shutter

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

Highest Sensitivity in All Formats

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

Native Acquisition

YES

YES

NO

YES

YES

YES

YES

NO

YES

YES

Highest Resolution Possible

4K UHD
Close-up

Solution
4K UHD
Wide

LDX 82 Series the ultimate HD/3G camera system
LDX 86 Series for highest sensitivity and flexibility
LDX 86N Series when resolution counts most
www.grassvalley.com
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Fiber Systems

4K UHD

Instantly turns any camcorder into a system camera using lightweight fiber
The Grass Valley CopperHead range of fiber optic camera transceivers offer a robust fiber optic link
between your camcorder and your truck, control room or “video village” position. The system will
simultaneously transport both digital and analog program video, as well as all two-way camera control,
audio, video, data, tally/call and intercom signals between the camera and the base station.
The Grass Valley T-POV systems are lightweight, easy-to-deploy fiber connectivity solutions for bidirectional HD and 4K UHD video/audio/data robotic camera links. T-POV systems are an outstanding
choice for sports, remote broadcasting, security, education or military applications.
The new generation HDX Plus allows you to extend the distance between the camera’s CCU and HDX
Plus over fiber, and supply power from the HDX Plus over SMPTE hybrid cable to the camera. The HDX
Plus is compatible with Grass Valley’s LDX range of cameras and Sony cameras. In addition, when
HDX Plus is used with Power Plus 2, it can be matched with any camera manufacturer when either an
Anton Bauer or IDX power plate is available. Power Plus 2 replaces the on-board battery and provides
up to 200W over 3 km (1.86 mi.) to the camera.
Viper XL is a portable transmission system consisting of two identical end units, linked by fiber optic
cable and designed to transport a variety of broadcast production signals bidirectionally between two
locations.
KEY FEATURES
CopperHead Fiber Optic Camera Transceivers
• Lightweight, robust and modular design.
• Range scales to offer wider range of signal support, including SD/
HD/4K UHD signals.
• High power solution for long distance transmission is also available.
Fiber Transport
• Multiple solutions for multiplexing a wide range of signals onto single
fiber cables.
• Bidirectional transport over large distances, with systems available in
different form factors to address key field and in-house applications.
• Bidirectional support for up to eight 3G cameras, including ancillary
data and intercom.

BENEFITS
• Multiplexed fiber transport solutions:
–– Lowering cost of signal distribution.
–– Reducing weight and power consumption.
–– Simplifying your cable plant.
–– Increasing maximum transmission distances.
–– Eliminating all concerns about distance, interferences and grounding.
• Dedicated, optimized solutions for a wide range of applications are
available.
• Choice of rack-based or standalone designs to fit your exact need.
• TelePort 3G/10G multichannel CWDM management system turns any
optical signal into CWDM, with up to 16 digital laser signals on 1 fiber:
–– Two models with up to 3 Gb/s or 10 Gb/s on each channel
–– Re-amplifies up to additional 25 km (15.5 mi.)
–– Re-amplifies up to 50 km (31 mi.) with APD option on 3G version

Replay

4K UHD

HDR

AIMS

IP

Powerful and versatile HD/4K UHD 6X replay and highlight reel solutions for
file-based, live production workflows
K2 Dyno Universe replay systems are optimized for 6X or 4K UHD operation, and are both fully 6X/4K UHD
switchable. With K2 Dyno Universe, 4K UHD and 6X replay are much more accessible. For instance, until now,
4K UHD replay would typically require double the number of servers, double the rack space, and double the
number of operators in comparison to HD. The result was that 4K UHD replay has been impractical for most
events.
That’s all changed with K2 Dyno Universe. The new 4 RU and 6 RU K2 Dyno S Universe replay systems are
smaller than a typical single server but delivers more than double the channel capacity. Now, all 6X and 4K UHD
workflows are possible, using the same number of operators, minimizing OPEX. Additionally, these replay systems offer DynoZoom, which allows pan and zoom functions for 3X 1080p, 6X HD and single-speed 4K UHD.

KEY FEATURES
• Choice of two K2 Dyno Universe replay systems — optimized for 6X
(4 RU) and 4K UHD (6 RU) with SDI & optional IP SMPTE ST 2022-6 I/Os:
–– 4 RU system offers 16 channels.
–– 6 RU system offers 24 channels.
• AnySpeed technology dynamically provides the smoothest playback at
any speed from 0-200%.
• Super-fast 10 GigE FTP connectivity between replay system allows for
the same ShareFlex workflows that K2 Dyno users have come to love.
This lets you share clips, playlists, bins and libraries, and even lets two
operators collaborate on the same project at the same time.
www.grassvalley.com

BENEFITS
• K2 Dyno Universe systems are highly affordable and practical, requiring
only half the rack space and operator count of other replay systems.
• Each operator can have 4 to 6 video angles to choose from, instead of
just 1 or 2 angles with traditional replay systems.
• With AnySpeed, operators can quickly and smoothly move to the action
replay, and then slow down to highlight the details, while avoiding
excessively long replay times.
• Online tutorials and classroom-based training get replay operators up
to speed fast.
• Open system with third-party tools, including legacy EVS systems.
3
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Servers & Storage

4K UHD

HDR

AIMS

IP

IP-enabled servers & highly affordable storage systems for production & playout
Grass Valley’s K2 platform offers a unified infrastructure to acquire, manage, package and deliver content.
The new K2 Summit IP is a high-performance client/server that is ideal for immediate IP connectivity
requirements, as well as facilities planning a migration to IP in the future. It provides up to four SFP connections for SMPTE ST 2022-6 uncompressed IP, along with simultaneous HD-SDI I/O. An optional IP
I/O field upgrade kit is also available for the K2 Summit 3G media servers to offer similar IP connectivity.
For playout, K2 Summit 3G Transmission clients are built for broadcast and distribution services using
manual or traditional automation systems — with mission-critical, 24/7/365 reliability. Plus you get
built-in up/down/crossconversion capability with full AFD, so migrating from SD to HD is worry-free.
The K2 10G RAID Storage System with SAS storage drives gives you 8 Gb/s Fiber Channel hardware
RAID controllers, redundant connectivity, hot-swappable power supplies and high-performance bandwidth delivery, so you have the bandwidth and redundancy you need.
K2 Central TX shared storage, in combination with K2 Summit 3G Transmission clients, delivers highly
affordable play-to-air server/storage systems for smaller applications of up to 20 channels. Each channel supports up to 100 Mb/s of real-time video bandwidth, as well as connection of up to five K2
clients, which can each provide up to four channels of video I/O. By using an integrated approach to
shared storage, with the server, storage and network connectivity in one chassis, the system provides
quick installation and simple configuration on-site.
T2 iDDRs connect to all professional AV equipment, so you can integrate into any environment, without
sacrificing the level of recording and playback quality you need.

K2 KEY FEATURES
• Agile SD/HD/3G/4K in multiple formats, with SDI & optional IP SMPTE
ST 2022-6 I/Os.
• Automatic up/down/crossconversion, user-definable aspect ratio conversion and closed caption preservation.
• Play different formats and resolutions back-to-back.
• Optional low-resolution proxy encoding for streaming monitor and
distributed workflows.
• Instant replay/slow-motion capability.
• Configurable as SAN or standalone solution.
• Scales from two to four channels to more than 100 channels.
• Multiple RAID storage options to meet the exacting requirements for
online, production and nearline storage.

T2 KEY FEATURES
• True HD support — 720p, 1080i and 1080p24.
• Up/down/crossconversion for a wider range of resolutions and application support.
• Synchronize multiple T2s for 4K playback.
• 2-channel synchronized playback for key/fill rolls, edge blend displays,
multiscreen and 3D applications.
• Simple on-the-fly editing, including trimming, mark in/out, basic transition effects and insertion of placeholders for playlists, with faster-thanreal-time playlist rendering.
• Full back-up and restore feature.
• Timecode chase playback with LTC input.

www.grassvalley.com

K2 BENEFITS
• Provides a flexible infrastructure supplying superior performance and
scalability, ease of implementation, and a range of cost-effective configurations.
• Excels at live events and productions with configurable channels for
conversions, multicam, super slow-motion, video+key and 3D, with live
proxy generation and low bit rate streams for monitoring.
• Software licensing of specific features and capabilities reduce system
cost and obsolescence.
• Support for multiple compression formats and file types.
• Simultaneous IP and SDI outputs simplify the transition to video-over-IP.
• Versatile platform for ingest, transmission, replay, editing, content management and switcher ClipStore.
• Supports the largest of installations with fault tolerance and high availability, with no loss of performance.

T2 BENEFITS
• Three decks for the price of one — 1 record and 2 playout channels
work independently and simultaneously.
• Engineered to Grass Valley broadcast standards to withstand punishing
live event and mobile production environments.
• Versatile platform for ingest, transmission, replay, editing and content
management. Handles more video formats and frame rates than any
other SD/HD recorder/player.
• Combines IT interoperability with VTR-like controls.
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The world’s most flexible and creative HD/3G/4K production switchers with SDI & IP connectivity
Any panel, any frame.
Modular. Powerful. Scalable. Grass Valley production switchers reduce the complexity of today’s production
workloads, while providing the flexibility you need to meet tomorrow’s demands, all with the creative tools you
expect from a Grass Valley switcher. Any of Grass Valley’s three production switchers panel families can each
connect to any of the four switcher frames, giving you both CAPEX and OPEX flexibility for today and tomorrow.
And you can automate any switcher with Ignite Konnect.
You can find our Kayenne and Karrera performance switchers just about anywhere: live sports, production
studios, corporate studios, churches, universities, powering some of the most watched television around the
world. Whatever the environment, you get scalability, powerful creative functionality and an intuitive user interface that greatly simplifies your workflows.
Our newest control panels, the 1-stripe (1 M/E), 2-stripe (2 M/E) and 3-stripe (3 M/E) GV Korona bring legendary
Grass Valley production power to small and mid-sized studios and trucks. We’ve addressed space restrictions
by innovating, not stripping out functionality. GV Korona integrates the touchscreen menu into the panel itself,
and adds another color touchscreen within the transition area to allow TDs quick access to commonly used
functions that used to have dedicated buttons. Being a programmable touchscreen, options are limitless as to
what it can do and, of course, we’ve added a “lock” to the touchscreen for prohibiting any unwanted actions.
No other switcher in this space offers such high-end functionality and innovation with the price of a GV Korona.
K-Frame switcher frames include the Standard, Compact, Compact S-series, and 3 RU V-series, each designed
to deliver the power you need, when you need it, with SD/HD/3G/4K UHD and SDI and IP connectivity. System
packages are offered in various combinations that pair the Kayenne or Karrera with the Standard or Compact
K-Frames, Karrera or GV Korona with the K-Frame S-series and GV Korona with the K-Frame S-series or
K-Frame V-series , that add tremendous value over à-la-cart ordering.
Our GV Director compact, integrated switcher is the ultimate multipurpose tool for live production. Integrating
video switching, multilayer effects, animated graphics, multiviewer monitoring and more — all in a single,
intuitive and highly creative system. GV Director removes the typical complexity of production and simplifies
pre-production and production processes using one intuitive and dynamic platform. Starting from scratch or
using a pre-built template, sophisticated productions are easy since elements can be created, packaged and
saved offline using a Mac or PC, then delivered live when needed.
GENERAL K-FRAME KEY FEATURES
• Highly scalable, flexible SD/HD/3G/4K performance switching.
• Uncompressed SMPTE ST 2022-6 and 4K 1-Wire TICO compressed IP
connectivity.
• Modular input and output boards.
• Licensable M/Es, floating DPMs, chromakeys and other softwareenabled functionality.
• All panels and GUI designed for simplified, fast and accurate operations.
• Mix and match any Grass Valley panel — including GV Korona — with
any K-Frame, including the 3 RU K-Frame V-series.
GV DIRECTOR KEY FEATURES
• 8 HD/SD inputs and 4 HD/SD outputs (1x Program, 1x Stage and 2x
Auxiliary), each with up to 16 tracks of embedded audio.
• 2 analog audio inputs and 4 analog audio outputs.
• DVI output supporting optional touchscreen monitor interface.
• Brand new and revolutionary live production workflow.
• Small form-factor, fully integrated solution including:
–– Switcher capability.
–– Real-time graphics engine.
–– Clip store/playback.
–– Multiviewer.

www.grassvalley.com

GENERAL K-FRAME BENEFITS
• Extreme flexibility of switcher allows easy system re-configuration as
requirements change.
• Simplified migration to IP using mixed IP and SDI infrastructures.
• Streamlined operational workflow, across all the key stages from show
preparation to on-air, and then preparing for the next event.
• Large base of freelance TDs for familiar with all Grass Valley production
switcher systems.
• Move an entire show file on a thumb drive between different panel/
frame configurations.

GV DIRECTOR BENEFITS
• Ease of operation — emphasis on creativity not technical knowledge.
• Empowers creative processes before and during live productions —
enables entire productions to be pre-produced prior to events.
• Create Once and Publish Everywhere (COPE): the complete look and
style of a production can be created offline — with full preview — via
the authoring tool (Mac or PC) and published to multiple live locations.
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Video Production & Content Management
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Efficiently manage your entire content creation and delivery process
GV STRATUS is a full set of production tools in one application — designed for simplicity,
efficiency and speed — because exceptional, highly creative content starts with an efficient,
flexible workflow. GV STRATUS lets you better manage entertainment, on-air operations and
news production media workflows to stay competitive. Increase efficiency and enable more
effective collaboration throughout the production lifecycle thanks to task-driven tools that
are easily tailored for each specific job.
For smaller newsrooms with smaller budgets, there’s a new range of three GV STRATUS
Newsroom Bundles that support up to 20 users, and offer a choice of storage capacity and
I/O. They allow newsrooms to produce content more effectively, using proxy files extensively and intelligently, with no need for complex SAN configurations. They turn a small
newsroom into a broadcast powerhouse by bringing the facility’s full resources to the field.
The new GV STRATUS web client works on Mac, Windows, iPad, iPhone and Android
devices. The web client allows users to view/modify all assets on their servers. The XRE
Transcoder ingests UGC files faster than any other transcoder, and enables a wider range
of format support than any other system on the market.
KEY FEATURES
• Media production tools to assist ingest, editing, content aggregation,
logging, transfer and playout.
• Storyboard editing with instant on-air playback.
• Review, create and add metadata.
• Rules engine allows user-friendly set up of automated workflows to
transfer, export, import, transcode and delete assets.
• Intuitive navigator panel to explore assets, devices and tools.
• Choice of mainstream craft editors: Grass Valley EDIUS, Apple Final
Cut Pro 7, Adobe Premiere Pro CC and Avid Media Composer.
• Specially engineered GV STRATUS Newsroom Bundles:
–– GV STRATUS Newsroom Express supports 15 GV STRATUS clients,
including 10 simultaneous editors with 2 bidirectional I/Os.
–– GV STRATUS Newsroom Pro supports 15 GV STRATUS clients,
including 10 simultaneous editors with 4 bidirectional I/Os.
–– GV STRATUS Newsroom Elite supports 20 GV STRATUS clients,
including 15 simultaneous editors with 4 bidirectional I/Os.

Fully
Virtualized

BENEFITS
• Enable multisite media processing from GV STRATUS clients across
distributed facilities and from remote field locations, so being in the
field is never a limitation.
• Media can be transferred across geographically distributed locations
via Aspera integration and the FASP high-speed transport mechanism,
so waiting for media transfers is minimized.
• Third-party integration for editing, archive storage and NRCS applications.
• Uniquely intuitive user experience based on efficient, desktop-based
interfaces that empower creative talent to configure their environment
according to the tasks at hand.
• Web client works on Mac, Windows, iPad, iPhone and Andorid devices.
• XRE Transcoder enables support for more formats than any other
system.

Graphics
Promote your brand efficiently and effectively, while providing the information that viewers need
Grass Valley graphics packages are the key to help you promote your brand and improve viewer
loyalty. The Vertigo Suite of graphics automation and asset management tools adds the convenience of workflow efficiency to your creative elements. Powered by the Vertigo XG engine, your
high-quality, data-driven branding and promos are easily added into your playlist in advance or
expertly created on the fly thanks to an array of pre-rendering and dynamic rendering options.
In master control, Intuition XG extends graphics capabilities in your master control environment
with virtually endless layers of animated and dynamically updated text.
Available as standalone solutions, working hand-in-hand with our master control switchers or
even integrated into our iTX playout platform, you have a wide range of options to leverage your
team’s creativity.
KEY FEATURES
• Powerful, SD/HD character generator for the playout of virtually unlimited layers of animated and dynamically updated text.
• Storage for up to 400 hours of video/audio clips, with simultaneous
playout of multiple clips.
• Simplified automation of even the most complex promotional
sequences. Instead of managing multiple secondary events, a single
automation recall can drive complex graphics sequences.
• Video switching capabilities with voiceover support.
• Robust automated or manual operation.
• Single and dual channel versions available.

www.grassvalley.com

BENEFITS
• Powerful tools for data-driven graphics for the most demanding applications, such as business news, sports results and elections.
• Robust broadcast architecture with video bypass, redundant power,
RAID storage, hot-swappable fans and drives.
• Simplifies the creation of sophisticated, multilayer graphics combining
text crawls, animated graphics, DVEs and audio inserts. Delivering a
higher graphics output, without increasing operational costs.
• A choice of highly productive workflows includes pre-rendering using
After Effects, and a choice of dynamic rendering models using graphics
templates, including data push to the graphics template and ID/timebased data look-up options.
6
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Production Automation
Industry’s first and most complete link between the control room and the newsroom
The Ignite Konnect platform of automated production control (APC) solutions is a software and
hardware combination that is the industry’s first and most complete link between the control room
and the newsroom — one that provides an unmatched return on investment. This innovative, single-operator production tool provides a central point of management for control room devices. As
a result, staff can be reassigned to the field to better serve communities through additional newsgathering, support 24-hour multicast channels and deliver real-time cut-ins.
With Ignite technology, you’ll easily control on-air timing, accommodate last-minute show changes
and direct any type of production on the fly. Plus, you’ll have more opportunities to repurpose content for digital multicasting and webcasts, increasing overall production value.
The ultimate in automation flexibility, Ignite Konnect can run manually, automatically with the Katalyst programmable automation panel, and with Grass
Valley Kayak, Kalypso, Kayenne, Kayenne K-Frame, Karrera, Karrera K-Frame, K-Frame S-series, K-Frame V-series, GV Korona K-Frame and GV Director
(with version 7.5 software), so you can leverage the effects you’ve already built for the ultimate in automated production flexibility.
KEY FEATURES
• Leader in unscripted and breaking news.
• Ignite PT: New Ignite vertical playlist supports dynamic change in the
rundown directly from Ignite — there’s no need to go to the NRCS to
make changes.
• MOP (Media Object Portal) processes and filters changes that occur
during live productions, giving visibility to what and where a change
has occurred.
• Fully and partially redundant options.
• Templates (Ignite IQ): Reduces the size and complexity of event library.
• Third-party device control is direct and native, no other applications
required.
• Audio control mimics the way an audio operator would control an
audio console.
• Make last-minute adjustments to audio levels on Katalyst or directly in
the Ignite UI — there’s no need to go to the NRCS to make changes.
• Supports MOS and has an Active X plugin.

BENEFITS
• Increase ROI with Ignite’s single workflow and multidistribution model,
you can launch new digital multicast channels and webcast channels.
• Improved ROI vs. equipment-only depreciation.
• Generate alternative revenue streams while also improving your on-air
look and feel.
• DMP: Easily and seamlessly produce content for web and mobile platforms via Ignite that enables: Live streaming story embargo for rights
management of syndicated content.
• Live streaming that supports unique streams to regions, syndicated
sites, specific platforms or to individuals.
• Auto Story Segmentation that enables the entire story — Intro, Package, Live Shot and on Camera Tag to be automatically published during
a live production to web and mobile.
• Pre-production story publication without the need for Ignite.

Editing

4K UHD

IP

Edit anything, anywhere with no waiting to render
Grass Valley’s EDIUS multiformat nonlinear editing software is the basis for both EDIUS Pro 8 and the enterprise-level EDIUS Workgroup 8. Both manage more resolutions, formats and frame rates than any other
editor — including 4K UHD — and integrate with third-party plug-ins and hardware, as well as our own
hardware and software solutions including GV STRATUS and K2 Dyno, to further streamline your time to air.
EDIUS Pro 8 is the perfect finishing tool for studio, news, corporate, documentary and 4K theatrical productions. Included is Mync, a powerful new tool which allows you to manage all your video, audio and still
image assets in preparation for editing in EDIUS.
EDIUS Workgroup 8 delivers everything found in EDIUS Pro 8 plus deep integration with GV STRATUS and
the K2 media server and storage platform, as well as MAM, SAN, NAS and NRCS. You can also use built-in
and third-party creative tools for fast-turn and long-form editing.
KEY FEATURES
• Edit media files with different resolutions — from 24x24 to 4Kx2K.
Real-time conversion of frame rates on the same timeline delivers more
efficient editing into the hands of editors.
• Superior 4K workflow, including support for Blackmagic Design’s
DeckLink 4K Extreme, Ultra Studio 4K, AJA KONA 3G (preview only)
and EDL or AAF import/export with Grass Valley HQX with DaVinci
Resolve.
• Fast, flexible user interface, including unlimited video, audio, title and
graphics tracks, with support for 4K UHD displays.
• Work natively with many different video formats, such as Sony XDCAM,
Panasonic P2, Ikegami GF, RED, Canon XF format and EOS movie format.
• Support for the latest file formats — Sony XVAC (Intra/Long GOP)/
XVAC S, Panasonic AVC-Ultra, AVC-Intra 4K 422 and Canon XF-AVC
(import only).
• H.265/HEVC decoding support.
www.grassvalley.com

BENEFITS
• Handle more resolutions, unlimited tracks and real-time editing for the
ability to Edit Anything, Anywhere, with the ability to seamlessly integrate with third-party hardware and software, when needed.
• Eliminate the need for conversions, processes and extra components,
so you’ll have quick-turn production in news and studio environments.
• Real-time, multitrack, mixed-format editing, compositing, chromakeying, titling and timeline output capabilities.
• EDIUS XRE conform engine for EDIUS Workgroup 8, EDIUS Pro 8
and GV STRATUS finishes files in the background from multiple users,
away from main editing workstations, immediately and automatically,
to eliminate the delays and inconveniences of waiting for valuable edit
stations to open up.
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Broadcast Data Center
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Enabling graceful broadcast-centric IP network scaling with a non-proprietary solution that supports vertically
accurate switching
A typical IP Data Center provides a number of key advantages: it is scalable, easily upgradable, provides flexible processing ability and is gracefully
fault tolerant. It’s easy to see the benefits of emulating this type of infrastructure to quickly deploy new content and services, especially as new formats
are quickly introduced into the media marketplace. In an IP Data Center, SD, HD, 3G, 4K UHD, 8K UHD and whatever else is on the horizon are easily
handled — as far as bandwidth is concerned.
But as a broadcaster, you need more. Our world, while based on the same digital ones and zeros, is a real-time processing and routing world, where
delays and switches outside of frame boundaries can be disruptive, even devastating. You require vertically accurate switching, extremely low latency
and, most important, the ability to process video the same way you do today in the SDI world. That’s why a Broadcast Data Center, with its broadcast-centric design, provides exactly what you need for your migration to IP production and infrastructure design.

IP Data Center vs Broadcast Data Center
IP Data Center

Broadcast Data Center

Agility of Service Deployment

✔

✔

Scalability (ease of upgrading)

✔

✔

Non-Blocking

✔

✔

Graceful Fault Tolerance

✔

✔

Ease of Upgrade

✔

✔

High Bandwidth (uncompressed video)

✔

✔

Format Agnostic

✔

✔

Vertically Accurate Video-over-IP Switching (edge- or destination-based)

✘

✔

Quiet Audio Switching

✘

✔

Native SDI Connections Supported

✘

✔

Low Latency (less than 1 video frame)

▲

✔

Computational Intensity for Encoding (i.e., HEVC)

▲

✔

Programmable FPGA Blades

✘

✔

Process

Grass Valley’s Broadcast Data Center delivers an agile IP-based infrastructure capable of meeting the performance needs of broadcasters.

Grass Valley is an authorized reseller of Cisco’s industry-leading Nexus 9200/9300/9500 IP media
network kits, which provide the core of Grass Valley’s Broadcast Data Center
• The most trusted name in IT switches makes installation of broadcast
IP network fast and easy.
• Grass Valley/Cisco installations are already deployed worldwide.
• Cisco’s commitment to COTS and Grass Valley guarantees best-inclass performance.
• Assured interoperability with Grass Valley IP solutions including GV
Node and GV Convergent.

www.grassvalley.com

• Compatible with AIMS standards.
• Nexus switches use data center “spine-and-leaf” architecture and
Cisco’s non-blocking multicast algorithm to ensure a reliable and
scalable IP fabric.
• Serviced and Supported by Grass Valley’s global team.
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Grass Valley QuickView

IP/SDI Router Control & Configuration

4K UHD

HDR

AIMS

IP

TICO

Infrastructure control system designed to seamlessly unite the worlds of SDI and IP
The GV Convergent IP/SDI router control and configuration system transparently manages facility routing as the industry migrates from SDI to IP infrastructures, maintaining familiar control interfaces as well as introducing intuitive new GUIs for configuration, management and control. GV Convergent is
both infrastructure and signal format agnostic for easy system scalability for your system today and far into the future.
The control system is an intuitive, graphically-oriented control system, designed to work transparently across SDI and IP workflows in hybrid IP/baseband
routing environments including commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) IP switches such as Cisco Nexus 9200/9300-EX/9500 switches.
GV Convergent makes an IP infrastructure perform similar to an SDI router with respect
to setting crosspoints and managing signal bandwidth allocation at the edge of the network, thereby assisting integration of an IP infrastructure into a familiar SDI workflow.
GV Convergent will make routing IP video and audio appear the same as routing SDI to
an operator. In essence, it allows an SDI/IP switching infrastructure to look like a single
homogeneous switching system.

KEY FEATURES
Transparent management of SDI and IP infrastructures
• GV Convergent works with commercial off the shelf (COTS) switches.
• GV Convergent controls GV Node IP processing/routing platform and
SDI routers.
• Supports industry audio/video-over-IP standards, including SMPTE ST
2022-6 and SMPTE ST 2110, and works transparently in a hybrid world
of both SDI and IP.
Faster configuration and efficient operation
• Incorporates intuitive graphical user interface (GUI), which is platform
agnostic and can run on tablets and other devices, extending the
capacity for configuration, monitoring and troubleshooting the system.
• The software optimizes the data entry and navigation using touchscreen and gesture features for an enhanced user experience.
• Glitch-free configuration updates are done in real time, with zero downtime.
• Provides multiple, simultaneous, administrator data entry points, which
are very useful in dynamic environments such as trucks.
Mission-critical and scalable architecture
• Completely integrated configuration and distributed control environment allows easy and dynamic sharing of configurations and data,
enabling easy scalability from small to very large facilities handling
thousands of I/Os.
• Distributed services provide robust and efficient redundancy, leading to
zero downtime and glitch-free failover impact.

www.grassvalley.com

BENEFITS
• Hide network complexity from your operators.
• One intuitive common and familiar interface for your SDI and IP workflows.
• Add IP to your facility, maintaining familiar interfaces and workflows,
eliminating re-training.
• No need to forklift SDI infrastructures in order to benefit from IP — they
can work together.
• Easy integration to Cisco Nexus 9200/9300-EX/9500 IP switches using
Cisco Data Center Network Manager (DCNM) 10
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Grass Valley QuickView

Real-Time IP Processing & Routing Platform

4K UHD

HDR

AIMS

IP

TICO

Broadcast-centric, vertically accurate switching and IP processing node for IP and SDI workflows
Up until now, there has not been an IP processing and routing node designed for live production in
broadcast that can offer vertically accurate switching along with other signal processing and routing
capability. With the introduction of GV Node, commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) IP switches, such as
the Cisco Nexus 9200 and Nexus 9300-EX IP switches, can be used in broadcast and media facilities
with the assurance that these switches offer transparent broadcast-centric operation and processing.
GV Node is the first true, real-time IP processing platform designed to handle deterministic vertically accurate switching within IP. It supports SMPTE ST 2110 IP inputs and outputs, as well as
TICO visually lossless compression for 4K UHD applications, and is the first component of Grass
Valley’s groundbreaking Broadcast Data Center. For full broadcast capabilities, GV Node also supports the extensive range of Densité signal processing modules along with a fully integrated and
highly scalable Kaleido multiviewer to deliver the highest quality monitoring with the most flexible
layout available.
The most important differentiators of GV Node to other proprietary and/or COTS IP switching solutions available to broadcasters are its vertically accurate, deterministic switching and quiet audio switching capabilities. These are critical because broadcasters have valid concerns about the effectiveness
of COTS IP switches for some live applications, due to their inability to perform switching in the vertical interval or the ability to V-fade audio like traditional SDI routers. These abilities are especially important in live applications where signals go directly to air, and where routers have traditionally been
used as a backup to the production switcher. Vertically accurate switching and quiet audio switching are also needed when a router is used for providing
secondary live feeds.
KEY FEATURES

BENEFITS

• Provides vertically accurate switching and IP aggregation of up to
144x144 video signals and 4608x4608 audio signals per node.
• Quiet audio switching of 2304x2304 audio channel.
• Small 4 RU footprint with up to 16 I/O processing modules, typically
requiring 40% less rack space than competitive systems with comparable weight reduction.
• Industry proven built-in Kaleido multiviewer for high-quality picture and
graphics monitoring.
• Support for SMPTE ST 2110 and TICO compression (4K-capable, scalable to 8Kx8K with one hop).
• Highly distributed topology, based on “spine-leaf” architecture that’s
typical of modern IT infrastructures.
• 1 TB of IP bandwidth for signal aggregation.

• High level of functional integration across IP switching, IP/SDI gateway,
audio processing and multiviewing.
• Functional integration provides superior performance delivering
reduced delay, fewer components and a better user experience.
• Supports ASI and MADI I/O, audio de-embedding/embedding, and
monitoring including multiviewing and signal probing.
• IP/SDI flexibility to handle a gradual or full migration to IP.
• Simplify routing and reduce cabling.
• Make IP switching a reality in live productions.
• Fully integrated 9x2 Kaleido multiviewer module, expandable to 36x4.
• Independent video, audio and metadata routing.
• Tie-line connectivity between GV Node systems using IPG-4901 WAN
IP fiber I/O gateway.

External control system
Panels

Northbound API

GV Convergent
Client
GV Convergent
Controller

GV Node
COTS IP Switch

(Cisco Nexus 9200/
Nexus 9300-EX/Nexus 9508)

SDI Router

Representation of a simple way to gradually migrate from an existing SDI system into an IP infrastructure using GV Convergent as a protocol translator.

www.grassvalley.com
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Routing & IP Gateways

4K UHD

HDR

AIMS

IP

TICO

From compact utility routers up to enterprise-class multiformat routers for managing thousands of signals
The flagship NVISION 8500 Series hybrid routers combine audio and video SDI routing in a single chassis. Route 4K UHD signals in the format of your
choice. Use NVISION coherent switching for guaranteed takes of quad-link sources or use TICO compression for 4K 1-Wire. Integrated IP output gateways provide connections for multiformat routing.
The latest addition to the Grass Valley router family is GV Matrix, which offers the most space efficient platform for clean and quiet SDI hybrid routing with
integrated processing, including Kaleido multiviewing for live production, playout and general purpose infrastructure.
Utility routers are available for simple routing of analog and digital signals, including timecode.

IP Gateways
IPG-3901 IP gateway I/O modules are available for Densité modular frames. By packetizing real-time, uncompressed, baseband video using SMPTE ST 2022-6/SMPTE ST 2110, IP gateways give broadcasters all they
need to transport video over 10 GigE networks. These IP gateways provide the ability to future-proof facilities
for the coming transition from SDI to IP infrastructures.
Version 2 of the IPG-3901 SDI/IP gateway adds support for VSF TR-04, enabling independent routing of AES67
audio alongside SMPTE ST 2022-6/SMPTE ST 2110 video. With SMPTE ST 2022-7 Class A redundancy and large
frame buffers, the IP receivers allow for reception of sources with high levels of jitter as well as network isolated
packet loss. The IPG-3901 fully aligns SDI outputs with respect to the given reference, ensuring signal stability.
KEY FEATURES
Enterprise
• Enterprise hybrid routers feature space, power and cost saving with integrated 16-channel audio processing that eliminates audio delay problems.
• Simplified cable management with direct fiber connectivity.
• Ultra resilient design with patented N-on-1 crosspoint redundancy.
• Five frames sizes provide matrices from 144x144 to 1152x1152 and larger.
• IP (SMPTE ST 2022-6) gateway to add IP transport as you need it.
CR 6400 Series
• High-density 64x64 matrix in 2 RU (SDI and AES routers).
• Durable and ultra-reliable routers contain hot swappable modules.
Compact
• Extremely small form factor to save rack space.
• Non-square router configurations for monitoring applications.
GV Matrix
• Provides 3G/HD/SD SDI routing of up to 144x144 signals.
• Quiet audio switching of up to 2,304x2,304 audio channels.
• Highly compact (4 RU) routing architecture for space constrained
infrastructures.

• Industry proven built-in Kaleido multiviewer for high-quality picture and
graphics monitoring.
• Designed with live production operations in mind.
• Compatible with NV9000, GV Convergent and other third-party router
control systems.
Utility Routers
• Robust design for rugged conditions.
• Highly reliable power supply over 500,000 hours MTBF.
• Panel sizes include 32x32, 32x4, 32x1, 16x16, 16x4, 16x2, 8x8.
Densité Modular
• Supports HD-SDI, SD-SDI, ASI, SSI/SMPTE-310M and IP with SMPTE
ST 2022-6, SMPTE ST 2110 and AES67 IP gateway cards.
Router Control
• Ultra resilient controller designed for critical applications.
• Flexible router system architectures supporting up to 400 control panels
and up to 250 routers per system controller.

Signal Processing

4K UHD

HDR

AIMS

IP

TICO

Space-efficient, modular products with powerful audio processing
With around 100 modules, the Densité series offers an outstanding breadth of processing,
distribution and monitoring functionality. Key characteristics of the range are exceptional
space-efficiency and powerful audio processing.
The latest Densité 3+ FR4 frame (4 RU) delivers more power per slot and high speed connectivity to drive the latest generation of processing modules, and also achieve a higher level of
space efficiency — all while still offering backwards compatibility with existing modules.
For 4K UHD, the new Densité UHD-3901-UC is a dual-channel HD/3G to 4K UHD upconverter,
which is designed to upconvert and process HD signals for 4K UHD broadcast production. It
features broadcast quality upconverts with high-quality scaler, motion adaptive de-interlacer
and color space conversion from ITU-R BT.709 to ITU-R BT.2020. The optional HDR processor, UHD-3901-OPT-HDR, allows conversion from SDR to
HDR formats, supporting HLG (ITU-R BT.2100) and PQ (SMPTE ST 2084, ITU-R BT.2100) formats, with conversion between formats.
KEY FEATURES
• Densité modular products offer exceptional space efficiency and audio
processing abilities, and these advantages are extended with the
launch of the new Densité 3+ FR4 frame.
• Densité 3+ FR4 frame houses up to 24 modules, and provides 25 watts
per slot to support advanced processing modules. For instance, this
frame can hold up to 12 IPG-3901 compact high density SDI/IP gateway modules that provides up to 132 gateways in a 4 RU frame, making it not only a space efficient means to move to IP, but an economical
bridge between SDI and IP.
www.grassvalley.com

BENEFITS
• Delivers proven, highly adaptable and space-efficient broadcast infrastructures, which can handle the most advanced processing requirements.
• Designed for future processing needs but backwards compatible for
easy integration with existing infrastructures.
• Flexible and intuitive control with iControl GUI or by hard panel.
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Monitoring & Control

4K UHD

IP

Control, monitoring and diagnostics for the heart of your operation
Grass Valley’s advanced monitoring and control systems are designed for efficiency — so
broadcasters and media companies can deliver the quality viewers demand while keeping
operational costs in check.
Our iControl systems are easily configured, automated and highly customizable, so you
can maximize your monitoring investment. From simple signal monitoring to full network
status views and at-a-glance situational analysis, your system will be safe under iControl’s
watchful eye. And the new iControl Penalty Box quickly brings operator focus to channels
that need extra attention for rapid resolution.
Grass Valley loudness monitoring and control solutions help to make sure that you are in compliance with regulatory statutes and that loudness levels
remain constant for your viewers.

KEY FEATURES
• iControl is the most complete end-to-end, signal and facility monitoring
system for broadcasters and television service providers with all
the elements involved in the production, processing and playout of
television signals can be controlled from a single, integrated GUI.
• Highly graphical views, with full motion and high-quality streaming
video, allow operators to quickly identify and respond to alarms, and
thereby reduce the Mean Time to Repair (MTTR).
• System is geared towards simplifying operations so that a single user
can control more channels or a broader range of monitoring tasks.
• Storage of loudness data on NAS for compliance proofing.
• iControl Penalty Box quickly brings operator focus to channels that
need extra attention for rapid resolution.

BENEFITS
• You can easily scale from small projects, with a few signals in a single
room, to the largest systems with hundreds of services across multiple
locations.
• With Monitoring by Exception, operators can focus their attention on
television channels with alarm conditions, without distraction from
correctly functioning channels.
• By correlating information from multiple signals and systems, iControl
offers advanced alarm management which helps operators deal with
the large volumes of alarms generated in large facilities.

Multiviewers

4K UHD

AIMS

IP

TICO

SDI/IP monitoring solutions with ultimate picture quality & layout flexibility, including 4K UHD
Grass Valley’s Kaleido family of multiviewers offers the finest picture quality and layout flexibility across SDI and IP. The range spans the full breadth of multiviewing capabilities, from
affordable quad-splits to the very largest enterprise scale monitoring systems.
The KMX-4911, the latest Kaleido multiviewer, comes fully integrated into the GV Node IP
processing and edge routing platform. This offers new possibilities for live production and
playout monitoring systems with SMPTE ST 2022-6, TICO and 4K inputs from GV Node with
4K UHD display outputs for live productions.
The Kaleido-MX 4K offers stunningly beautiful monitoring of SDI using 4K screens (without
visible quadrants), and it’s ideal for the most demanding monitoring applications. Available in
four configurations for up to 64 SD/HD or 3G inputs, the Kaleido-MX 4K is perfect for highend in-studio TV productions, outside broadcast trucks, as well as playout facilities.
The Kaleido-IP SD, HD and 4K UHD multiviewer provides the most simultaneous video and audio program decodes in the industry, and supports a wide
range of DVB, MPEG and OTT formats, plus 4K UHD source monitoring. In today’s modern playout facility, Kaleido-IP is perfect for monitoring signal
quality across multiple distribution platforms, in local as well as remote facilities. It is available in two versions: Up to 64 program sources (KaleidoIP-X120) and up to 128 program sources (Kaleido-IP-X320).
KEY FEATURES
• Multiviewer range offers unmatched multiviewer picture quality and layout flexibility for the most critical monitoring applications and high-end
production requirements.
• Range offers monitoring of SDI and IP, including SMPTE ST 2022-6
uncompressed and compressed IP.
• Kaleido-MX 4K offers stunningly beautiful pictures for monitoring on
large 4K screens.
• Mix and match Kaleido multiviewers to create a seamless monitoring
system across a facility.
• Rich integration with NVISION router family/third-party routers and
production switchers for tally and label/alias source management.
• Kaleido-IP is available virtualized.

www.grassvalley.com

BENEFITS
• Fast low latency processing to keep audio to video delay to a minimum
in live production environments.
• High density to save space and weight in OB vans and mobile broadcast.
• Ensure on-air signal quality and compliance, with advanced probing
features.
• Virtually limitless multiviewer system expansion using COTS IP and GV
Node.
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Integrated Playout

4K UHD

AIMS

IP

Delivering playout with outstanding scalability & IP/SDI flexibility
iTX integrated playout offers outstanding IP/SDI format flexibility and scalability for future readiness, along with end-to-end workflow tools for greater process automation and lower OPEX.
iTX is also available with virtualized playout with PTP SMPTE ST 2059 support — enables
on-premise and data center hosting for flexible operations, compute management and rapid
scale out deployment.
The system’s outstanding playout capabilities are combined with a proven track record, with
more than 20 million hours of broadcast television delivered by iTX each year. These channels
range from national broadcasters and global brands to local stations, and they carry some
of the biggest live events on television. With iTX, broadcasters are assured that commercial
revenues are protected, while the costs of operation are minimized.

Available
Fully Virtualized

iTX integrates a complete TV channel in software, making deployment on premise or in a data center simple, offering support for replay of more than 25
file formats with multiple live sources, rich graphics, powerful audio management and subtitles/captioning.
KEY FEATURES
• The iTX workflow spans ingest, quality control, content management,
archiving, traffic interface, audio/video processing, graphics/subtitling,
transmission control, transcoding and monitoring.
• iTX Output Server 2 dual/single channel video engines integrate all
core playout functions into just 1 RU to minimize complexity (source
selection/mixing, file playout, up/downconversion, ARC, audio processing & up/down mixing, graphics, subtitling/ captioning, Nielsen &
Kantar watermarking and automation). iTX can manage highly dynamic
schedules and late arriving media by supporting multiple video format
playbacks without the need to transcode.
• AIMS complaint IP input/output with SMPTE ST 2022-02, SMPTE ST
2022-6 and soon with SMPTE ST 2110.
• New support for virtualized deployment within datacenters.

BENEFITS
• Rewrites the traditional cost of ownership model with the most
advanced, integrated platform, offering the resilience and performance
that television facilities demand.
• Streamlined distributed/centralized playout.
• Exceptional resilience and recovery with automated backup and 1:1
redundancy.
• Outstanding IP/SDI format flexibility and scalability for future readiness.
• Integrated 20 languages-per-channel Softel Swift means easier subtitling and captioning.

Automated VOD Publishing
Reduce preparation time for pre-recorded and live content for VOD
iTX On-Demand specifically addresses the preparation of VOD and Catch-Up TV
assets in a way that dramatically reduces operational costs and the time it takes to get
content onto VOD platforms, for both pre-recorded and live content. For live productions, iTX On-Demand can work with growing files to make content available for VOD
— literally minutes after the live event starts, without having to wait until the event ends
like traditional solutions. Best of all, iTX On-Demand is flexible. It can be used either
as an option for iTX integrated playout or alongside third-party playout solutions. iTX
On-Demand helps broadcasters save money… and make money.

KEY FEATURES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Work order submission from business systems via RESTful API.
Manual work order submission from iTX Desktop.
On-demand recipes to simplify complex task management.
Media sourcing from standard IT system via CIFS & FTP.
Media sourcing from archive systems and delivery systems (optional).
Support for an extensive range of file formats for video/graphics/captions & subtitles.
Broadcast mastering and encoding up to 8x real-time.
Support for graphics insertion.
Support for watermarking for audience measurement.
Support for subtitle and caption insertion.
Transcode to popular formats: H.264, MPEG-2, CableLabs.
Supports third-party transcode systems (optional).

www.grassvalley.com

BENEFITS
• iTX On-Demand speeds time for VOD asset prep, mastering and delivery to reach more customers quicker.
• Broadcast Mastering Pre-pitch, start jobs ahead of playout as soon as
media is available to make assets, hours in advance.
• Live growing files, work with live events while on air to make assets
minutes after the show finishes.
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Master Control/Branding
Unrivaled expertise in master control switching & graphics
Grass Valley has deep expertise in master control switching plus graphics, and offers a broad portfolio of processors and master control switchers to meet wide-ranging needs.
For master control switching, the ultra-robust Imagestore has been fully proven with over 4,000 systems deployed worldwide by many of the biggest names in television. The top of the range Imagestore
750 offers advanced, 16-channel audio handling with dynamic shuffling and gain control. There’s
also stereo to 5.1 upmixing, four Dolby decoders/encoders and sophisticated metadata processing.
Multiple, high-performance graphics features include dual DVEs.
For advanced graphics, the Vertigo XG provides proven workflow tools to minimize operating costs,
which are highly adapted to both stand-alone and centralized operations. The processors can provide high quality pre-prepared and data driven, dynamic graphics and promos.

KEY FEATURES
Imagestore
• Designed for high-impact, multilevel SD/HD channel branding with A/B
video mixing with cuts and fades.
• In-vision digital/analog clock insertion with Bugclock option.
• Easytext template-based, automated character generator option for
data-driven graphics, such as in-show promos.
• Full compatibility with Vertigo graphics automation and asset management.
• 16-channel audio mixing using embedded audio, and/or 8 AES pairs,
for 5.1 and multilingual audio.
Vertigo XG
• A powerful, HD/SD character generator allows the playout of virtually
unlimited layers of animated and dynamically updated text.
• When combined with the Vertigo Suite graphics automation, Vertigo XG
offers advanced data-interfacing capabilities for even the most complex
graphics, such as business news, sports results and elections.
• Vertigo Suite workflow tools simplify the creation of sophisticated, multilayer graphics combining text crawls, animated graphics, DVEs and
audio inserts. This allows a higher graphics output, without increasing
operational costs.

www.grassvalley.com

BENEFITS
• The most advanced graphics are possible with Imagestore dual
fill and key inputs allowing operation with an Intuition XG graphics
co-processor.
• Modular systems are fully compatible with Vertigo branding graph
ics automation and asset management system for highly productive,
cost-saving workflows.
• Optional Twitter graphics and channel branding solution is available for
U.S. customers for enhanced viewer
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“Glass-to-Glass Video-over-IP Solution
Broadcasters are embracing IP and the migration from SDI for one clear reason: Agility

4K UHD

The broadcast industry’s first Glass-to-Glass IP solution for
production studios and broadcast operations centers has been
introduced by Grass Valley. Our solutions are “Glass-to-Glass”
because they offer video-over-IP connectivity across all the key
stages of production, from acquisition to control room monitoring.
This spans cameras, routing, gateways plus control and monitoring, along with servers, production switchers and multiviewers.
TICO 4:1 visually lossless compression and select Densité modules to enable 4K in both SDI and IP infrastructures.
Additionally, as a founding member of the Alliance for IP Media
Solutions (AIMS), an independent trade association founded
to ensure that all IP solutions brought to market offer complete
interoperability, Grass Valley is dedicated to open standards that
will integrate seamlessly into current workflow environments. The
association’s initial focus is on promoting the adoption, standardization, development and refinement of open protocols for media
over IP. These include support for SMPTE ST 2110, SMPTE ST
2022-6, SMPTE ST 2022-7 and AES67, as well as VSF recommendations TR-04 and TR-03.
Camera IP-enabled Base Station
• Fiber Transmission
Production Switchers
Servers & Storage
• Editing
Router IP/SDI Gateway
Modular IP/SDI Gateway

Broadcast
Center(eg. powerpoint presentation)
Used for Data
smaller application
SDN IP/SDI Infrastructure Control
Real Time IP Processing and Routing
Integrated Playout
Multiviewers

4K UHD Production, Post and Infrastructure
Providing the entire 4K UHD video production chain to make 4K practical
and facilitate better storytelling

4K UHD

It is expected that 140 million homes will be watching 4K UHD
programming by 2020. Grass Valley is leading the way with 4K
UHD production solutions in all major product categories that
help broadcasters and media companies produce 4K UHD now
to tell better stories that capture viewers and keep them glued to
the action.
Best of all, with Grass Valley 4K UHD production and post solutions, you can shoot and produce 4K UHD today — or be ready
for 4K tomorrow — as easily as you produce HD, with solutions
that take your images from camera to switcher to router to storage, and letting you upgrade to 4K UHD when you’re ready. In
addition, once you upgrade to 4K UHD, you have the ability to switch between 4K and HD formats for the ultimate in flexibility, knowing that you’ll have
whatever format you’ll need when you need it.
Acquisition
• Native: LDK 86N 4K/LDX 86N Universe
• Processed: LDK 86 4K/LDX 86 Universe
• XCU HD/4K XF IP
• CopperHead 3404
• T-POV 3244
Replay and Highlights
• K2 Dyno Universe
Storage
• K2 Summit 3G
• K2 10G RAID
Production Switchers
• K-Frame with Karrera, Kayenne or GV Korona Control Panel

www.grassvalley.com

Post Production
• EDIUS 8
Routing
• NVISION 8500 HYBRID Series
• GV Node Real Time IP Processing and Routing Platform
Signal Distribution
• Densité
• Densité IPG-3901 SDI/IP Gateway with TICO 4K 1-Wire option
Multiviewer Monitoring
• Kaleido-MX-4K
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Global Services Provides
• Unequalled depth of industry knowledge, and technical expertise
• Over 50 years of worldwide experience
• Complete set of services:
–– Strategic advice
–– System architecture
–– Workflow analysis and design
–– Project management
–– Integration and implementation
–– Performance optimization
–– Technical and operational training
–– Educational services
• Address today’s challenges and prepare for tomorrow’s opportunities

About Grass Valley
Combining its deep knowledge of broadcast and media workflows, with its extensive knowledge of media processing and management, Grass Valley, a Belden Brand, empowers the production and delivery of exceptional media experiences to viewers worldwide, regardless of platform. As the premier Solutions Provider for the Live Production, News and Playout market segments, Grass
Valley’s reach can be felt in almost every piece of professional media consumed today.
At Grass Valley, our size and stability gives us the strength to withstand the cyclical nature of the broadcast/media business while
continuing to invest in innovation. This means we can deliver new technologies for efficiency today and innovation tomorrow.
With over 400 video and broadcast technology patents, 20 Emmy® Awards for technical achievement and innovation, and significant
research and development investment, Grass Valley provides the tools, systems and services required by today’s media organizations to maintain profitability and market share.
Headquartered in Montreal, Grass Valley is part of St. Louis-based Belden Inc. As a proven, strategic leader in industrial, enterprise
and broadcast market solutions, Belden gives Grass Valley the ability to scale rapidly and invest in innovations that are driving the
industry forward.

Contact Grass Valley
Direct Dial: +1 503.526.8100
Please visit our web site at: www.grassvalley.com
Find an authorized Grass Valley Solution Provider at: www.grassvalley.com/sales/resellers
Locate a Grass Valley office at: www.grassvalley.com/sales/offices

GVB-1-0263L-EN-GV

WWW.GRASSVALLEY.COM
Join the Conversation at GrassValleyLive on Facebook, Twitter, YouTube
and Grass Valley - A Belden Brand on LinkedIn.
www.grassvalley.com/blog
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